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memory systems This term denotes putative b r a i h h a v i o r and brainlcognition s).stems concerned with different forms of
learning and memory. "Memory" is a general
label for different forms of acauisition. retention, and utilization of information, skills, and
knowledge. These different f o m s of learning
and memory constitute a hierarchy in which
fotms that emerged early in evolution
represent the lower levels, and forms evohing
later represent the higher levels. Because
evidence exists showing that the operations of
different forms are related to different neuroanatomical substrates, the different forms of
learning and memory have been increasingly
thought of as constituting different memory
I~IIN (Weiskrana, 1987). All systems have in
common the ability to retain, and to make
available for use in ongoing behavior and
cognitive functioning, effects of earlier
behavior and experiences. They differ in the
End of information they handle, and in the
nature of their operations.
Separate neural systems are believed to
underlie simple forms of learning, such as
sensitization and habituation. Some evidence
also exists for separable neural bases for
SHORT-TERM MEMORY and
LONG-TERM
MEMORY. However, most of the research concerned with the classification of forms of
learning and memory has revolved amund
three hypothetical systems: EPISODIC MEMORY.
se.%vnc MEMORY, and procedural memory
(see DECURATPVE AND PROCEDURAL mowLEDGE) (Tulving, 1985) These systems are
considered here.
Episodic memory is the memory system that
makes it wssible for a oerson to remember
concrete personal episodes or events dated in
the subiectivc vast -that is. to remember that
he or she d i d or wimeased something on a
particular occasion at a particular time. This
ability to remember personal experiences is
possessed by all normal individuals, but it is

absent in very young children, and absent or
less well developed in lower organisms. Episodic remembering is, in its essence, a m e n d
phenomenon. It entails a conscious experience
of a unique kind, one that every normal
human can readily tell apart from other kinds
of mental experiences, such as perceiving,
imagining, dreaming. daydreaming, and hallucinating. The nature of the conscious experience of remembering a past event also differs
qualitatively from the nature of the conscious
experience resulting from the actualition of
general knowledge about the world. The hallmark of episodic-memory capability is the
rememberer's strong belief that the remembered event did in fact occur and that he or
she was present when it occurred. JAMES
(WILLIAM) (1890) desmbed the difference
between "remembering" one's own past states
and experiences, and "conceivinp' someone
else's as follows: "Remembrance is like direct
feeling; its object is suffused with a warmth
and intimacy to which no object of mere conception ever attains."
At the n e n level of the classificatory scheme
is semantic memory. It is concerned with what
William James called "conception," or what
today can be described a$"general knowledge
of the world." T h e term was inaoduced into
the literature by Quillian in 1966, and the distinction between episodic and semantic
memov, as "two parallel and partially overlapping information processing systems," was
proposed by TuMng in 1972. Semantic
memory was initially defined in close reference to knowledge expressible in language,
but is now concevtualized much more broadlv.
consisting of a number of bpthetical subdivisions. The information that the semantic
system handles need not have any personal
relevance to the individual. Neither need it
refer to the past, or any other particular time
in the individual's existence. The semanticmemory system allows the individual to construct mental models of both concrete and
abstract p a m and aspects of the world. It
makes pssible the cognitive representation of
stimuli, objects, situations. facts, and events,
and the utilization of information thus
represented in the absence of original stimuli
and events.
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Episodic and semantic memory have
sometimes been gmuped together as dcclararive, m proposilimal, or faclual memory, since
both entail acquisition, retention, and u t i l i tion (reuieval) of f
i knowledge about
objects, situations, and events, and about real
or imaginable stares of the world external to
the individual. This knowledge can he
inuospectively contemplated by the individual
in the absence of any oyen hehatior. The
feasibility of such introspective contemplation
is one of the important features that renden
factual memory different from procedural
memory (see DECLARATIYE AND PROCEDWL
KNOWLEDGE).
Procedural memory represents a lower,
more general level of the classificatory
hierarchy (Cohen, 1984). It is thought to be a
large system that appeared early in evolution
and that is shared in various forms by most
living organisms. Procedural memory enables
organisms to retain learned connections
between stimuli and responses, including
complex stimulus-response panerns and
sequences. Lcarning in procedural memory is
nonsynbolic; it can he expressed only in terms
of specific responses or behauim. This expression can m u r "automatically," in the absence
of directed anention (fee AUTOMATIC PROCESSING).The stimuli contmlling responding in
the procedural system do not refer to, or
represent, anydung outside a given present
situation. Thus, behavior mediated by procedural memory does not reflect any acquired
"knawledee" about the world. This means
that, unlike the information in episodic and
semantic memory which may he m e or false,
what is learned procedurally has no m t h
value. Unlike episodic and semantic information that can be acquired very quickly, acquisition of most pmedural-memory responses or
skills occurs slowly.
The distinction between procedural and
propositional (declarative) memory is now
wid+ accepted not only in its psychological
aspects but also with respect to the underl~ing
neurophysiological mechanisms. The nature
of the concepts of episodic and semantic
memory, on the other hand, is still a suhiect of
intense debate. Although most cognitive psychologists accept the distinction as a useful
~~~~
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heuristic. many doubt that evisodic memorv is
a distinct syst&. T h e issues are complex and
involved, with the debate revolving around the
interpretation of relevant evidence, the
perceived usefulness and validity of neuropsychological findings and even marters such
as the proper appreciation of the principle of
parsimony.
An open problem has to do with the relation
between the various systems. Two different
specific proposals have been made. One holds
that procedural and declarative memory constitute two pam[lel subsystems of memory,
with a further subdivision of declarative
memory into the parallel classification of episodic and semantic memory. Another view is
that episndic memory is embedded in and
supponed by semantic memory, and that
semantic memory is embedded in and supponed by procedural memory. It is not yet
clear which of the two, or whether some other
scheme altogether, describes Nature more
adequately. '?he relevant empirical evidence
includes the existence of single and double
dissociations between, as w e l i a the order of
development of, memory functions reflecting
the operations of different systems.
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